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Invertible Particle Flow-based Sequential MCMC
With Extension To Gaussian Mixture Noise Models

Yunpeng Li, Soumyasundar Pal, and Mark Coates

Abstract—Sequential state estimation in non-linear and non-
Gaussian state spaces has a wide range of applications in statistics
and signal processing. One of the most effective non-linear filter-
ing approaches, particle filtering, suffers from weight degeneracy
in high-dimensional filtering scenarios. Several avenues have been
pursued to address high-dimensionality. Among these, particle
flow particle filters construct effective proposal distributions by
using invertible flow to migrate particles continuously from the
prior distribution to the posterior, and sequential Markov chain
Monte Carlo (SMCMC) methods use a Metropolis-Hastings (MH)
accept-reject approach to improve filtering performance. In this
paper, we propose to combine the strengths of invertible particle
flow and SMCMC by constructing a composite Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) kernel within the SMCMC framework using
invertible particle flow. In addition, we propose a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM)-based particle flow algorithm to construct
effective MH kernels for multi-modal distributions. Simulation
results show that for high-dimensional state estimation exam-
ple problems the proposed kernels significantly increase the
acceptance rate with minimal additional computational overhead
and improve estimation accuracy compared with state-of-the-art
filtering algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Effective and efficient on-line learning of high-dimensional
states is an important task in many domains where we need
to regularly update our knowledge by processing a deluge
of streaming data. Relevant applications span from robotic
learning to financial modelling, from multi-target tracking to
weather forecasting [1]–[4]. In the presence of non-linear
states space models, particle filters [5], [6] are one of the
standard tools for sequential inference. However, it is in
general difficult to construct effective proposal distributions to
match well with the posterior distribution in high-dimensional
spaces. A mismatch between the proposal and the posterior
leads to negligible importance weights for most particles.
These are normally discarded after resampling. This weight
degeneracy issue thus leads to poor particle representation of
the posterior and has limited the widespread application of
particle filters in high-dimensional filtering scenarios [7]–[9].

Advanced particle filtering methods have been proposed
to approximate the optimal proposal distribution [10] in or-
der to alleviate the weight degeneracy issue. The multiple
particle filter [11] partitions the state space into multiple
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lower-dimensional spaces where state estimation is performed.
The block particle filter takes a similar approach by par-
titioning the state space and the measurement space into
independent blocks in updating the filtering distribution, al-
though this introduces a bias that is difficult to quantify [12].
In [13], Beskos et al. introduced an unbiased space-time par-
ticle filter which also relies on factorization of the conditional
posterior. These algorithms are promising but are applicable
only in scenarios where the factorization can be performed.
The equivalent weights particle filter sacrifices the statistical
consistency to ensure substantial weights for a large number
of particles [14]. Particle flow filters have been proposed to
address high-dimensional filtering by transporting particles
continuously from the prior to the posterior [15]–[18]. Most
particle flow filters do not provide statistically consistent
estimates of the posterior. Deterministic particle flow filters
such as those we build on in this paper often underestimate
the variance. Other versions incorporate approximation errors
in the implementation or impose overly strong model assump-
tions [19], [20]. Recent stochastic particle flow filters such
as those described in [18] address these limitations. As an
alternative approach, [21]–[24] propose the use of particle
flow or transport maps to construct a proposal distribution that
approximates the posterior and then use importance sampling
to correct for any discrepancy.

Another direction to combat weight degeneracy in high-
dimensional filtering is to use Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods to improve the diversity of samples. MCMC
is often considered as the most effective method for sampling
from a high-dimensional distribution [25]. More effective
MCMC techniques in high-dimensional spaces use Hamil-
tonian or Langevin dynamics to construct efficient propos-
als [26]–[29]. Although effective, these techniques cannot be
directly used in sequential inference tasks, as MCMC typically
targets a static distribution. To use MCMC to diversify samples
in a sequential setting, the resample-move particle filter incor-
porates MCMC methods by performing MCMC moves after
the resampling step of the particle filter [30]. Unfortunately,
the resampling step can lead to degeneracy, so many MCMC
moves may be required to diversify particles.

A more general framework called sequential Markov chain
Monte Carlo (SMCMC) uses MCMC techniques to sample
directly from the approximate target distribution [31]–[34].
[31] directly targets the filtering distribution which is compu-
tationally expensive. [32]–[34] instead propose to sample from
the joint state distribution to avoid the numerical integration
of the predictive density. In the algorithms presented in [32]–
[34], a fixed number of samples is used to approximate
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the empirical posterior distribution for each time step. By
contrast, in the sequentially interacting MCMC (SIMCMC)
framework described in [35], one can continue to generate
interacting non-Markovian samples of the entire state sequence
to improve the empirical approximation of joint posterior
distribution successively. The resulting samples are asymptot-
ically distributed according to the joint posterior distribution.
The fundamental difference between the SMCMC and the
SIMCMC techniques is that the SMCMC algorithm consists of
sequential implementation of static MCMC schemes (justify-
ing the name “sequential MCMC”), whereas this interpretation
does not hold for the SIMCMC algorithm. Hence the analysis
of SIMCMC in [35] cannot be applied to SMCMC (and vice-
versa) and SMCMC cannot be expressed as a special case of
SIMCMC. From a practical viewpoint, if a fixed number of
particles is to be used, the effect of error in approximating the
posterior distribution at the previous time step might be severe
for the SIMCMC algorithm and limit its applicability in high
dimensional online filtering problems compared to advanced
SMC or SMCMC techniques.

A variety of MCMC kernels developed for sampling in
high-dimensional spaces can be used inside the SMCMC
framework. [34] and this paper differ from the past literature
by using particle flow to construct MCMC kernels in the
SMCMC framework.

In this paper, we propose to incorporate invertible particle
flow [24] into the SMCMC framework. Our main contributions
are three-fold: 1) we exploit the capability of particle flow
to migrate samples into high posterior density regions to
construct a composite Metropolis-Hasting (MH) kernel that
significantly increases the acceptance rate of the joint draw; 2)
for multi-modal distributions, we incorporate a Gaussian mix-
ture model-based particle flow to improve sampling efficiency;
3) we assess the performance of the proposed methods through
numerical simulation of challenging high-dimensional filtering
examples. We presented preliminary results concerning an
initial attempt to incorporate SMCMC with invertible particle
flow in [34]. This paper provides a more detailed description
of the proposed approach, presents more computationally
efficient algorithms, and proposes a sequential MCMC method
with mixture model-based flow for efficient exploration of
multi-modal distributions. We also provide theoretical results
regarding asymptotic convergence of the algorithms. These
results are not restricted to the invertible particle flow com-
posite kernel case, but hold for SMCMC methods provided
the kernel and filtering problem satisfy certain assumptions
(see Section IV-C). While similar in spirit to results presented
in [35] for the SIMCMC algorithm, the key assumptions are
slightly less restrictive and the theorem directly addresses the
sequential implementation in [33] and this work. Recently,
[36] carries out a rigorous statistical analysis of SMCMC
algorithms to establish upper bounds on finite sample filter
errors, in addition to providing asymptotic convergence results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the problem statement and Section III reviews the
sequential MCMC framework and the invertible particle flow.
We present the proposed methods in Section IV. Simulation
examples and results are presented in Section V. We conclude

the paper in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Many online data analysis applications involve estimating
unknown quantities, which we call the “state” x, given se-
quential measurements. Often there is prior knowledge related
to the state x0, where the subscript 0 indicates the time step
before any measurement arrives. A dynamic model describes
the evolution of state xk ∈ Rd at time step k given the
past states and a measurement model captures the relationship
between observations zk ∈ RS and the state xk.

The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a ubiquitous tool for
modelling the discrete-time dynamic system and measurement
process. It is assumed that the hidden state xk follows the
Markov property, i.e., it is independent of all states before
k−1 given the state xk−1. The measurement zk is modelled
as independent of all past measurements and past states
conditioned on the current state xk. We can model the state
evolution and measurements with the following HMM:

x0 ∼ p(x0) , (1)
xk = gk(xk−1, vk) for k ≥ 1 , (2)
zk = hk(xk, wk) for k ≥ 1 . (3)

Here p(x0) is the initial probability density function of the
state x0, gk : Rd × Rd′ → Rd models the dynamics
of the unobserved state xk, and the measurement model
hk : Rd × RS′ → RS describes the relation between the
measurement zk and the state xk. We assume that hk(xk, 0)
is a C1 function, i.e., hk(xk, 0) is a differentiable function
whose first derivative is continuous. vk ∈ Rd′ and wk ∈ RS′

are the process noise and the measurement noise, respectively.
With these models, the filtering task is to compute the posterior
distribution of the state trajectory p(xk|z1, . . . , zk) online, as
new data become available. For conciseness, we use xa:b to
denote the set {xa, xa+1, . . . , xb} and za:b to denote the set
{za, za+1, . . . , zb}, where a and b are integers and a < b.
The posterior distribution p(xk|z1:k) gives a probabilistic
interpretation of the state given all measurements, and can
be used for state estimation and detection.

III. BACKGROUND MATERIAL

A. Sequential Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
Sequential Markov chain Monte Carlo (SMCMC) methods

were proposed as a general MCMC approach for approximat-
ing the joint posterior distribution πk(x0:k) = p(x0:k|z1:k)
recursively. A unifying framework of the various SMCMC
methods was provided in [33]. At time step k, πk(x0:k) can
be computed pointwise up to a constant in a recursive manner:

πk(x0:k) = p(x0:k|z1:k) ∝ p(x0:k, z1:k) ,

∝ p(xk|xk−1)p(zk|xk)p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1)p(z1:k−1) ,

∝ p(xk|xk−1)p(zk|xk)πk−1(x0:k−1) . (4)

As πk−1(x0:k−1) is not analytically tractable, it is impossi-
ble to sample from it in a general HMM. In all SMCMC meth-
ods, the distribution is replaced by its empirical approximation
in (4), which leads to an approximation of πk as follows:

π̆k(x0:k) ∝ p(xk|xk−1)p(zk|xk)π̂k−1(x0:k−1) , (5)
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where

π̂k−1(x0:k−1) =
1

Np

Nb+Np∑
j=Nb+1

δxjk−1,0:k−1
(x0:k−1) . (6)

Here δa(·) is the Dirac delta function centred at a, Nb
is the number of samples discarded during a burn-in pe-
riod, and Np is the number of retained MCMC samples.
{xjk−1,0:k−1}

Nb+Np
j=Nb+1 are the Np samples obtained from the

Markov chain at time k − 1, whose stationary distribution
is π̆k−1(x0:k−1). At time step k, Nb + Np iterations of
the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm with proposal qk(·)
are executed to generate samples {xjk,0:k}

Nb+Np
j=Nb+1 from the

invariant distribution π̆k(x0:k), and πk(x0:k) is approximated
as:

π̂k(x0:k) =
1

Np

Nb+Np∑
j=Nb+1

δxjk,0:k
(x0:k) (7)

The purpose of the joint draw of π̆k(x0:k) is to avoid numerical
integration of the predictive density when the target distribu-
tion is p(xk|z1:k) [32]. Note that if we are only interested in
approximating the marginal posterior distribution p(xk|z1:k),
only {xjk−1,k−1}

Nb+Np
j=Nb+1 needs to be stored instead of the full

past state trajectories {xjk−1,0:k−1}
Nb+Np
j=Nb+1. The Metropolis-

Hastings (MH) algorithm used within SMCMC to generate
one sample is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: MH Kernel in SMCMC [33].
Input: xi−1

k,0:k.
Output: xik,0:k.

1: Propose x∗(i)k,0:k ∼ qk(x0:k|xi−1
k,0:k);

2: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ = min
(
1,

π̆k(x
∗(i)
k,0:k)

qk(x
∗(i)
k,0:k|x

i−1
k,0:k)

qk(xi−1
k,0:k|x

∗(i)
k,0:k)

π̆k(xi−1
k,0:k)

)
;

3: Accept xik,0:k = x
∗(i)
k,0:k with probability ρ, otherwise

set xik,0:k = xi−1
k,0:k;

1) Composite MH kernel in SMCMC: Different choices
of the MCMC kernel for high dimensional SMCMC are
discussed in [33]. In most SMCMC algorithms, an independent
MH kernel is adopted [33], i.e., qk(x0:k−1|xi−1

k,0:k) = qk(x0:k),
meaning that the proposal is independent of the state of the
Markov chain at the previous iteration. The ideal choice is the
optimal independent MH kernel, but it is usually impossible to
sample from [33]. It is difficult to identify an effective approx-
imation to the optimal independent MH kernel. The choice of
independent MH kernel using the prior as the proposal can
lead to very low acceptance rates if the state dimension is
very high or the measurements are highly informative.

[32], [33] propose the use of a composite MH kernel which
is constituted of a joint proposal qk,1 (to update x0:k) followed
by two individual state variable refinements using proposals
qk,2 (to update x0:k−1) and qk,3 (to update xk), based on
the Metropolis within Gibbs approach, within a single MCMC
iteration. The composite kernel is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Composite MH Kernels in a unifying frame-
work of SMCMC [32], [33].
Input: x(i−1)

k,0:k

Output: x(i)
k,0:k

Joint draw of xik,0:k:

1: Propose x∗(i)k,0:k ∼ qk,1(x0:k|xi−1
k,0:k);

2: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ1 = min
(
1,

π̆k(x
∗(i)
k,0:k)

qk,1(x
∗(i)
k,0:k|x

i−1
k,0:k)

qk,1(xi−1
k,0:k|x

∗(i)
k,0:k)

π̆k(xi−1
k,0:k)

)
;

3: Accept xik,0:k = x
∗(i)
k,0:k with probability ρ1, otherwise

set xik,0:k = xi−1
k,0:k;

Individual refinement of xik,0:k−1:

4: Propose x∗(i)k,0:k−1 ∼ qk,2(x0:k−1|xik,0:k);
5: Compute the MH acceptance probability ρ2 =

min
(
1,

π̆k(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1,x

i
k,k)

qk,2(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1|x

i
k,0:k)

qk,2(xik,0:k−1|x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1,x

i
k,k)

π̆k(xik,0:k)

)
;

6: Accept xik,0:k−1 = x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 with probability ρ2;

Individual refinement of xik,k:

7: Propose x∗(i)k,k ∼ qk,3(xk|xik,0:k);
8: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ3 = min
(
1,

π̆k(xik,0:k−1,x
∗(i)
k,k )

qk,3(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

i
k,0:k)

qk,3(xik,k|x
i
k,0:k−1,x

∗(i)
k,k )

π̆k(xik,0:k)

)
;

9: Accept xik,k = x
∗(i)
k,k with probability ρ3;

Any of the MCMC kernels mentioned before can be used
in the joint draw step of a composite kernel. For example, the
independent MH kernel based on the prior as the proposal
is used in the joint draw step of the implementation of
the sequential manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (SmHMC)
algorithm in [33]. For individual refinement of xik,0:k−1, [33]
uses the independent proposal qk,2 = π̂k−1, which leads to
the following simplification of MH acceptance rate in Line 5
of Algorithm 1, using Equation (5).

ρ2 = min
(
1,
π̆k(x

∗(i)
k,0:k−1, x

i
k,k)π̂k−1(xik,0:k−1)

π̂k−1(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1)π̆k(xik,0:k)

)
= min

(
1,
p(xik,k|x

∗(i)
k,k−1)

p(xik,k|xik,k−1)

)
. (8)

The aim of the refinement steps is to explore the neigh-
bourhood of samples generated in the joint draw step. For
the MCMC kernel of the individual refinement step of
xk, Langevin diffusion or Hamiltonian dynamics have been
proposed to more efficiently traverse a high-dimensional
space [33]. The manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (mHMC)
kernel qk,3(·) of the individual refinement step of the SmHMC
algorithm efficiently samples from the target filtering distribu-
tion, making the SmHMC algorithm one of the most effective
algorithms for filtering in high-dimensional spaces.

B. Particle flow particle filter

1) Particle flow filter: In the last decade, a new class of
Monte Carlo-based filters has emerged that shows promise in
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high-dimensional filtering. In a given time step k, particle flow
algorithms [15], [19] migrate particles from the predictive dis-
tribution p(xk|z1:k−1) to the posterior distribution p(xk|z1:k),
via a “flow” that is specified through a partial differential
equation (PDE). There is no sampling (or resampling). Thus
the weight degeneracy issue is avoided.

A particle flow can be modelled by a background stochas-
tic process ηλ in a pseudo-time interval λ ∈ [0, 1], such
that the distribution of η0 is the predictive distribution
p(xk|z1:k−1) and the distribution of η1 is the posterior dis-

tribution p(xk|z1:k) =
p(xk|z1:k−1)p(zk|xk)

p(zk|z1:k−1)
.

In [19], the underlying stochastic process ηλ satisfies an
ordinary differential equation (ODE) with zero diffusion:

dηλ
dλ

= ϕ(ηλ, λ) . (9)

When the predictive distribution and the likelihood are both
Gaussian, the exact flow for the linear Gaussian model is:

ϕ(ηλ, λ) =
dηλ
dλ

= A(λ)ηλ + b(λ) , (10)

where

A(λ) = −1

2
PHT (λHPHT +R)−1H , (11)

b(λ) = (I + 2λA(λ))[(I + λA(λ))PHTR−1z +A(λ)η̄0] ,
(12)

Here η̄0 is the mean of the predictive distribution, P is the
covariance matrix of prediction error for the prior distribution,
z is the new measurement, H is the measurement matrix,
i.e. hk(xk) = Hxk, and R is the covariance matrix of the
measurement noise. We refer to this method as the exact
Daum-Huang (EDH) filter, and a detailed description of its
implementation is provided in [37]. For nonlinear models, a
computationally intensive variation of EDH, that computes a
separate flow for each particle by performing linearization at
the particle location ηiλ, was proposed in [16] and is referred
to as the localized exact Daum-Huang (LEDH) filter.

Numerical integration is normally used to solve the ODE
in Equation (9). The integral between λj−1 and λj for 1 ≤
j ≤ Nλ, where λ0 = 0 and λNλ = 1, is approximated and the
Euler update rule for the EDH flow becomes

ηiλj = fλj (η
i
λj−1

)

= ηiλj−1
+ εj(A(λj)η

i
λj−1

+ b(λj)) , (13)

where the step size εj = λj − λj−1 and
Nλ∑
j=1

εj = 1.

2) Particle flow particle filter: Because of the discretiza-
tion errors made while numerically solving Eq (9), and the
mismatch of modelling assumptions between a general HMM
and a linear Gaussian setup (which was assumed in deriving
Equations (11) and (12)), the migrated particles after the
particle flow process are not exactly distributed according to
the posterior. Instead ηi1 can be viewed as being drawn from
a proposal distribution q(ηi1|xik−1, zk), which is possibly well
matched to the posterior, because of the flow procedure. It
is shown in [24] that for the EDH, if an auxiliary flow is

performed starting from the mean of the predictive distribution
η̄0, and the generated flow parameters are used to perform
particle flow for each particle ηi0, then in presence of the
assumed smoothness condition on the measurement function h
and with sufficiently small step sizes εj , the auxiliary particle
flow establishes an invertible mapping ηi1 = T (ηi0; zk, x

i
k−1).

We can straightforwardly compute the proposal density as
follows:

q(ηi1|xik−1, zk) =
p(ηi0|xik−1)

|det(Ṫ (ηi0;xik−1, zk))|
, (14)

Ṫ (·) ∈ Rd×d is the Jacobian determinant of the mapping func-
tion T (·) and | · | denotes the absolute value. The determinant
of Ṫ (·) is given as:

det(Ṫ (ηi0;xik−1, zk)) =

Nλ∏
j=1

det(I + εjA(λj)) (15)

3) Particle flow particle filter with Gaussian mixture model
assumptions: When the state space models involve Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) noise, Equations (2) and (3) admit
the following structures vk ∼ ΣMm=1αk,mN (ψk,m, Qk,m) and
wk ∼ ΣNn=1βk,nN (ζk,n, Rk,n).

An alternative representation of the GMM allows an equiva-
lent formulation of the dynamic model by introducing a latent
scalar variable dk ∈ {1, 2, ...M} with a probability mass
function (PMF) p(dk=m) = αk,m. The variable dk specifies
the GMM component that excites the dynamic model, i.e.,
p(xk|xk−1, dk = m) = N (xk|gk(xk−1) + ψk,m, Qk,m). The
state transition density can then be described as:

p(xk|xk−1) =
∑M
m=1p(dk = m)p(xk|xk−1, dk = m)

=
∑M
m=1αk,mN (xk|gk(xk−1) + ψk,m, Qk,m) . (16)

Similarly, a latent variable ck with the PMF p(ck=n) = βk,n
specifies the GMM component that generates the measurement
noise. The likelihood can be described as follows:

p(zk|xk) =
∑N
n=1p(ck = n)p(zk|xk, ck = n)

=
∑N
n=1βk,nN (zk|hk(xk) + ζk,n, Rk,n) . (17)

In order to construct the particle flow particle filter
for this model, at time step k, first dik = m ∈
{1, 2, ...M} is sampled with probability {αk,1, αk,2, ...αk,M}
and cik = n ∈ {1, 2, ...N} is sampled with probability
{βk,1, βk,2, ...βk,N}. Conditioned on (dik, c

i
k), an invertible

particle flow (Aimn(λ), bimn(λ)) based on LEDH is con-
structed using the m-th and n-th Gaussian components of the
dynamic and measurement models respectively, to sample xik.
The importance weights of the joint state {xk, dk, ck} can be
updated as follows [38]:

ωik ∝ ωik−1

p(xik|xik−1, d
i
k)p(zk|xik, cik)

q(xik|xik−1, d
i
k, c

i
k, zk)

(18)

where the proposal density is computed by:

q(xik|xik−1, d
i
k=m, cik=n, zk) =

p(ηi0|xik−1, d
i
k = m)

|
Nλ∏
j=1

det(I + εjA
i
mn(λj))|

.

(19)
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IV. METHODS

In this section, we propose to use the invertible particle
flow to approximate the optimal independent MH kernel in
the sequential MCMC methods for both uni-modal and multi-
modal target distributions.

A. SMCMC with invertible particle flow

To construct MH kernels based on invertible particle flow,
we first develop a new formulation of the invertible mapping
with particle flow.

1) New formulation of the invertible mapping with particle
flow: The particle flow particle filters (PF-PFs) construct
invertible particle flows in a pseudo-time interval λ ∈ [0, 1]
in order to move particles drawn from the prior distribution
into regions where the posterior density is high.

Using the Euler update rule specified in Equation (13)
recursively over j = Nλ, Nλ − 1, · · · , 2, 1, the invertible
mapping for the PF-PF (EDH) can be expressed as:

ηi1 =fλNλ (fλNλ−1
(. . . fλ1

(ηi0))

=(I + εNλA(λNλ))ηiλNλ−1
+ εNλb(λNλ)

= . . .

=Cηi0 +D , (20)

where

C =

Nλ∏
j=1

(I + εNλ+1−jA(λNλ+1−j)) , (21)

and

D = εNλb(λNλ)+
Nλ−1∑
m=1

([

Nλ−m∏
j=1

(I + εNλ+1−jA(λNλ+1−j))]εjb(λj)) . (22)

In [24] it is shown that the equivalent mapping is invertible
with sufficiently small εj , so the matrix C is invertible. The
procedure to produce C and D is summarized in Algorithm 3
and the proposal density becomes

q(ηi1|xik−1, zk) =
p(ηi0|xik−1)

|det(C)|
. (23)

Algorithm 3: Function(C,D) = F (η̄)

1: Initialize: C = I,D = 0;
2: for j = 1, . . . , Nλ do
3: Set λj = λj−1 + εj ;
4: Calculate A(λj) and b(λj) with the linearization being

performed at η̄;
5: Migrate η̄: η̄ = η̄ + εj(A(λj)η̄ + b(λj));
6: Set C = (I + εjA(λj))C;
7: Set D = (I + εjA(λj))D + εjb(λj);
8: end for

Similarly, for the PF-PF (LEDH), the invertible mapping
can be expressed as

ηi1 = Ciηi0 +Di , (24)

where (Ci, Di) = F (η̄i0). In this expression, η̄i0 = gk(xik−1, 0)
where gk(·, ·) is the dynamic model introduced in Equation (2).
The proposal density becomes

q(ηi1|xik−1, zk) =
p(ηi0|xik−1)

|det(Ci)|
. (25)

2) SmHMC with LEDH: One of the composite MH kernels
we propose uses the invertible particle flow based on the
LEDH flow and is presented in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Composite MH Kernels constructed with
the manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo kernel and the
invertible particle flow with LEDH, at the i-th MCMC
iteration of k-th time step.
Input: xi−1

k,0:k, η
i−1
0 , Ci−1.

Output: xik,0:k, η
i
0, C

i.

Joint draw of xik,0:k:

1: Draw x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1);

2: Sample η∗(i)0 = gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, vk),

calculate η̄∗(i)0 = gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, 0);

3: Perform invertible particle flow (Algorithm 3)
(C∗(i), D∗(i)) = F (η̄

∗(i)
0 );

4: Calculate x∗(i)k,k = C∗(i)η
∗(i)
0 +D∗(i);

5: Compute the MH acceptance probability ρ1 =

min
(
1,

p(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1)p(zk|x∗(i)k,k )| det(C∗(i))|p(ηi−1

0 |xi−1
k,k−1)

p(η
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1)p(xi−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1)p(zk|xi−1

k,k )| det(Ci−1)|

)
;

6: Accept xik,0:k = x
∗(i)
k,0:k, ηi0 = η

∗(i)
0 , Ci = C∗(i) and

Di = D∗(i) with probability ρ1.
Otherwise set xik,0:k = xi−1

k,0:k, ηi0 = ηi−1
0 , Ci = Ci−1

and Di = Di−1;
7: Individual refinements of xik,0:k using Algorithm 5;
8: Calculate ηi0 = (Ci)−1(xik,k −Di);

Algorithm 5: Individual refinement steps of composite
MH Kernels constructed with the manifold Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo kernel, at the i-th MCMC iteration of k-th
time step.
Input: xik,0:k.
Output: xik,0:k.

Individual refinement of xik,0:k−1:

1: Draw x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1);

2: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ2 = min
(
1,

p(xik,k|x
∗(i)
k,k−1)

p(xik,k|x
i
k,k−1)

)
;

3: Accept xik,0:k−1 = x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 with probability ρ2;

Individual refinement of xik,k:

4: Propose x∗(i)k,k ∼ qk,3(xk|xik,k−1:k, zk) using the manifold
Hamiltonian MCMC kernel;

5: Compute the MH acceptance probability ρ3 =

min
(
1,

p(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

i
k,k−1)p(zk|x∗(i)k,k )

qk,3(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

i
k,k−1:k,zk)

qk,3(xik,k|x
i
k,k−1,x

∗(i)
k,k ,zk)

p(xik,k|x
i
k,k−1)p(zk|xik,k)

)
;

6: Accept xik,k = x
∗(i)
k,k with probability ρ3;
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In the i-th MCMC iteration at time step k, we first sample
x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1) from the approximate joint pos-

terior distribution at time k−1. Then, we calculate η̄
∗(i)
0 =

gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, 0) to obtain the auxiliary LEDH flow parameters

(C∗(i), D∗(i)) = F (η̄
∗(i)
0 ), and apply the flow to the prop-

agated particle η
∗(i)
0 = gk(x

∗(i)
k,k−1, vk). Thus the proposed

particle is generated as: xik,k = η
∗(i)
1 = C∗(i)η

∗(i)
0 +D∗(i).

For this proposal, the acceptance rate of the joint draw in
Algorithm 4 can be derived using Equations (5) and (25):

ρ1 = min

(
1,
π̆k(x

∗(i)
k,0:k)π̂k−1(xi−1

k,0:k−1)q(xi−1
k,k |x

i−1
k−1, zk)

π̂k−1(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1)q(x

∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k−1, zk)π̆k(xi−1

k,0:k)

)
,

=1 ∧
p(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1)p(zk|x∗(i)k,k )|det(C∗(i))|p(ηi−1

0 |xi−1
k,k−1)

p(η
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1)p(xi−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1)p(zk|xi−1

k,k )|det(Ci−1)|
,

(26)

where we use ∧ to denote the minimum operator.
When evaluating Equation (26) in Line 5 of Algorithm 4,

the values of xi−1
k,k , ηi−1

0 and Ci−1 are needed. Since xi−1
k,k

may be generated by the manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
kernel qk,3(·) as shown in Algorithm 5, the corresponding ηi−1

0

is not available through Lines 2 and 6 of Algorithm 4. This
can be resolved using the invertible mapping property of the
invertible particle flow. As Ci−1 is invertible, we can calculate
ηi−1

0 given xi−1
k,k by solving Equation (24):

ηi−1
0 = (Ci−1)−1(xi−1

k,k −D
i−1) . (27)

3) SmHMC with EDH: Calculation of individual flow pa-
rameters at every MCMC iteration in Algorithm 4 can be
computationally expensive. Similar to the spirit of the PF-
PF (EDH) [24], we can calculate the flow parameters C and
D only once, using an auxiliary state variable derived from
the samples, and apply the calculated flow parameters for
all MCMC iterations. The resulting procedure is described in
Algorithm 6. The flow parameters C and D are calculated only
once in the initialization of each time step k, as in Algorithm 7.

The calculation of the acceptance rate in the joint draw
step can be further simplified compared to Equation (26) as
the same mapping of the flow is applied to each particle. The
candidate particle x∗(i)k,k and the particle xi−1

k,k share the same
value of C in their proposal densities (Equation (23)). Thus,
for the SmHMC algorithm with the EDH flow, we have

ρ1 = min

(
1,
p(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1)p(zk|x∗(i)k,k )p(ηi−1

0 |xi−1
k,k−1)

p(η
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1)p(xi−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1)p(zk|xi−1

k,k )

)
.

(28)

B. SmHMC with LEDH for GMM distributed noises

When the process and measurement noises are distributed
as Gaussian mixtures, the posterior distribution πk(x0:k) be-
comes multi-modal. In order to explore different modes of

Algorithm 6: Composite MH Kernels constructed with
the manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo kernel and the
invertible particle flow with EDH, at the i-th MCMC
iteration of k-th time step. C and D were pre-computed
using Algorithm 7.
Input: xi−1

k,0:k, η
i−1
0 , C,D.

Output: xik,0:k, η
i
0.

Joint draw of xik,0:k:

1: Draw x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1);

2: Sample η∗(i)0 = gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, vk);

3: Calculate x∗(i)k,k = Cη
∗(i)
0 +D;

4: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ1 = min
(
1,

p(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1)p(zk|x∗(i)k,k )p(ηi−1

0 |xi−1
k,k−1)

p(η
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1)p(xi−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1)p(zk|xi−1

k,k )

)
;

5: Accept xik,0:k = x
∗(i)
k,0:k, ηi0 = η

∗(i)
0 with probability ρ1.

Otherwise set xik,0:k = xi−1
k,0:k, ηi0 = ηi−1

0 ;
6: Individual refinements of xik,0:k using Algorithm 5;
7: Calculate ηi0 = C−1(xik,k −D);

Algorithm 7: The flow parameter calculation for SmHMC
(EDH).

1: Draw x0
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1);

2: Sample η0
0 = gk(x0

k,k−1, vk),
calculate η̄0 = gk(x̄k−1,k−1, 0);

3: Perform invertible particle flow (Algorithm 3)
(C,D) = F (η̄0);

the posterior efficiently, we consider an extended state-space
(xk, dk, ck), as in [38], and define the joint posterior as

πk(x0:k, d1:k, c1:k) = p(x0:k, d1:k, c1:k|z1:k) ,

∝ p(dk)p(ck)p(xk|xk−1, dk)p(zk|xk, ck)×
πk−1(x0:k−1, d1:k−1, c1:k−1) , (29)

which admits πk(x0:k) as its x0:k marginal. Similar to
Equation (5), based on the approximate joint posterior
π̂k−1(x0:k−1, d1:k−1, c1:k−1), of the previous time step k− 1,
we approximate πk(x0:k, d1:k, c1:k) as follows:

π̆(x0:k, d1:k, c1:k) ∝ p(dk)p(ck)p(xk|xk−1, dk)p(zk|xk, ck)

× π̂k−1(x0:k−1, d1:k−1, c1:k−1) . (30)

For this model, in the joint draw step of SMCMC, we adopt
the following strategy. First we sample

(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1, d

∗(i)
k,1:k−1, c

∗(i)
k,1:k−1) ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1, d1:k−1, c1:k−1) .

(31)

Similar to the spirit of auxiliary particle filtering [39], we
design efficient measurement-driven proposals for sampling
(dk, ck), in contrast to [38], where the switching variables are
sampled from their respective priors. To sample d∗(i)k,k , we use
the following proposal:

q(d
∗(i)
k,k =m|x∗(i)k,k−1, zk) ∝ p(d∗(i)k,k =m)

× p(η̄∗(i)0 |x∗(i)k,k−1, d
∗(i)
k,k =m)p(zk|η̄∗(i)0 ) , (32)
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where η̄∗(i)0 = gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, ψk,m). Conditioned on d

∗(i)
k,k = m,

we sample c∗(i)k,k from

q(c
∗(i)
k,k =n|x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k =m, zk) ∝ p(c∗(i)k,k =n)

× p(zk|η̄∗(i)0 , c
∗(i)
k,k =n) . (33)

Then conditioned on (d
∗(i)
k,k = m, c

∗(i)
k,k = n), we calculate

η̄
∗(i)
0 = gk(x

∗(i)
k,k−1, ψk,m) to obtain the auxiliary LEDH flow

parameters (C∗(i), D∗(i)) = F (η̄
∗(i)
0 ), using the m-th and n-th

Gaussian component of the dynamic and measurement model
respectively. Then this flow is applied to the propagated parti-
cle η∗(i)0 = gk(x

∗(i)
k,k−1, vk,m), where vk,m ∼ N (ψk,m, Qk,m)

is the m-th component in the process noise. The proposed
particle is generated as: xik,k = η

∗(i)
1 = C∗(i)η

∗(i)
0 + D∗(i).

Using the invertible mapping property, established by the flow,
we can calculate

q(x
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k =m, c

∗(i)
k,k =n, zk)

=
p(η̄
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k =m)

|det(C∗(i))|
. (34)

Using Equations (30), (32), (33) and (34), the acceptance rate
for the joint draw of (x

∗(i)
k,0:k, d

∗(i)
k,1:kc

∗(i)
k,1:k) using the proposed

kernel can be calculated as:

ρ1 = min

(
1,

p(d
∗(i)
k,k )p(c

∗(i)
k,k )p(x

∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1,d

∗(i)
k,k )

q(d
∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1,zk)q(c

∗(i)
k,k |x

∗(i)
k,k−1,d

∗(i)
k,k ,zk)

× q(di−1
k,k |x

i−1
k,k−1,zk)q(ci−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1,d

i−1
k,k ,zk)

p(di−1
k,k )p(ci−1

k,k )p(xi−1
k,k |x

i−1
k,k−1,d

i−1
k,k )

× | det(C∗(i))|p(η̄i−1
0 |xi−1

k,k−1,d
i−1
k,k )p(zk|x∗(i)k,k ,c

∗(i)
k,k )

p(η̄
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1,d

∗(i)
k,k )| det(Ci−1)|p(zk|xi−1

k,k ,c
i−1
k,k )

)
. (35)

For individual refinement of xik,0:k−1, we use the independent
proposal qk,2 = π̂k−1. We can compute the acceptance rate of
the refinement as follows:

ρ2 = min

(
1,

π̆k(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1,x

i
k,k,d

i
k,1:k,c

i
k,1:k)

π̂k−1(x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1)

π̂k−1(xik,0:k−1)

π̆k(xik,0:k,d
i
k,1:k,c

i
k,1:k)

)
= min

(
1,

p(xik,k|x
∗(i)
k,k−1,d

i
k,k)

p(xik,k|x
i
k,k−1,d

i
k,k)

)
. (36)

The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 8. From Equa-
tion (35), we note that we can discard {(djk,k, c

j
k,k)}Nb+Npj=Nb+1

after every time step k, if we are only interested in approxi-
mating πk(x0:k).

C. Convergence results

In this section, we present some theoretical results regarding
convergence of the approximate joint posterior distribution
π̂k(x0:k) to πk(x0:k) for every k ≥ 0. As in Section III,
we use πk(x0:k) to denote our target distribution p(x0:k|z1:k).
We initialize by setting π0(x0) = p(x0). To facilitate concise
presentation of the results, we use a simplified notation in
this subsection and Appendices A and B, where xi0:k and
x
∗(i)
0:k denote xik,0:k and x∗(i)k,0:k, respectively. We also use π̂(Np)

k

and π̆
(Np)
k to denote π̂k and π̆k to indicate explicitly that

they are comprised of Np MCMC samples. While proving
the theorems, we assume that the burn-in period Nb = 0, for

Algorithm 8: Composite MH Kernels for models with
Gaussian mixture noises, constructed with the manifold
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo kernel and the invertible particle
flow with LEDH, at the i-th MCMC iteration of k-th time
step.
Input: xi−1

k,0:k, η
i−1
0 , di−1

k,k , c
i−1
k,k , C

i−1.
Output: xik,0:k, η

i
0, d

i
k,k, c

i
k,k, C

i.

Joint draw of xik,0:k:

1: Draw x
∗(i)
k,0:k−1 ∼ π̂k−1(x0:k−1);

2: Sample d∗(i)k,k =m ∈ {1, 2, · · ·M} from
q(dk|x∗(i)k,k−1, zk);

3: Sample η∗(i)0 = gk(x
∗(i)
k,k−1, vk,m), where

vk,m ∼ N (ψk,m, Qk,m). calculate
η̄
∗(i)
0 = gk(x

∗(i)
k,k−1, ψk,m);

4: Sample c∗(i)k,k =n ∈ {1, 2, · · ·N} from
q(ck|x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k =m, zk);

5: Perform invertible particle flow (Algorithm 3)
(C∗(i), D∗(i)) = F (η̄

∗(i)
0 ) using m-th and n-th

component of dynamic and measurement models
respectively;

6: Calculate x∗(i)k,k = C∗(i)η
∗(i)
0 +D∗(i);

7: Compute the MH acceptance probability

ρ1 = min
(
1,

p(d
∗(i)
k,k )p(c

∗(i)
k,k )p(x

∗(i)
k,k |x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k )

q(d
∗(i)
k,k |x∗(i)k,k−1, zk)q(c

∗(i)
k,k |x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k , zk)

q(di−1
k,k |x

i−1
k,k−1, zk)q(ci−1

k,k |x
i−1
k,k−1, d

i−1
k,k , zk)

p(di−1
k,k )p(ci−1

k,k )p(xi−1
k,k |x

i−1
k,k−1, d

i−1
k,k )

|det(C∗(i))|p(η̄i−1
0 |xi−1

k,k−1, d
i−1
k,k )p(zk|x∗(i)k,k , c

∗(i)
k,k )

p(η̄
∗(i)
0 |x∗(i)k,k−1, d

∗(i)
k,k )|det(Ci−1)|p(zk|xi−1

k,k , c
i−1
k,k )

)
;

8: Accept xik,0:k = x
∗(i)
k,0:k, ηi0 = η

∗(i)
0 , dik,k = d

∗(i)
k,k ,

cik,k = c
∗(i)
k,k , Ci = C∗(i) and Di = D∗(i) with

probability ρ1.
Otherwise set xik,0:k = xi−1

k,0:k, ηi0 = ηi−1
0 , dik,k = di−1

k,k ,
cik,k = ci−1

k,k , Ci = Ci−1 and Di = Di−1;
9: Individual refinements of xik,0:k using Algorithm 5 given
dik,k and cik,k;

10: Calculate ηi0 = (Ci)−1(xik,k −Di);

simplicity. The results are, however valid for any non-zero
Nb. Our results are derived for Algorithms 1, 2, 4 and 6.
However, they can be easily extended to apply to Algorithm
8 as well, by considering convergence in the extended state
space (x0:k, d1:k, c1:k) which implies convergence of x0:k.

We assume that πk(x0:k) is defined on a measurable space
(Ek,Fk) where E0 = E, F0 = F , and Ek = Ek−1 × E,
Fk = Fk−1 ×F . We denote by P(Ek) the set of probability
measures on (Ek,Fk). We also define Sk = {x0:k ∈ Ek :
πk(x0:k) > 0}. For k ≥ 0, πk is known up to a normalizing
constant 0 < Zk <∞. We have

πk(x0:k) =

p(x0)

k∏
l=1

p(xl|xl−1)p(zl|xl)

p(z1:k)
=
γk(x0:k)

Zk
, (37)
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where γk : Ek → R+ is known point-wise and the normalizing
constant Zk =

∫
Ek
γk(dx0:k) = p(z1:k) is the unknown

marginal likelihood of the observations. For the joint draw step
in SMCMC, the proposal distribution at time k = 0 is q0(x0),
and for k > 0 it is qk(x0:k−1, xk), where qk : Ek−1×E→ R+

is a probability density in its last argument xk conditional on
its previous arguments x0:k−1. For k > 0 and for any measure
µk−1 ∈ P(Ek−1), we define

(µk−1 × qk)(dx0:k) = µk−1(dx0:k−1)qk(x0:k−1, dxk) . (38)

Based on the proposal distributions q0(x0) and
qk(x0:k−1, xk), we define importance weights:

w0(x0) =
γ0(x0)

q0(x0)
; (39)

and for k > 0

wk(x0:k) =
γk(x0:k)

γk−1(x0:k−1)qk(x0:k−1, xk)
. (40)

Combining Equations (37), (38), (39) and (40), it is easy to
derive that

Z0 =

∫
E0

w0(x0)q0(dx0) , (41)

and for k > 0

Zk
Zk−1

=

∫
Ek

wk(x0:k)(πk−1 × qk)(dx0:k) . (42)

Asymptotically, x∗(i)0:k is distributed according to (πk−1 ×
qk)(x0:k). Thus, the (ratio of) normalizing constants can easily
be estimated as

Z0

∧(Np)
=

1

Np

Np∑
i=1

w0(x
∗(i)
0 ) , (43)

and for k > 0(
Zk
Zk−1

)∧(Np)

=
1

Np

Np∑
i=1

wk(x
∗(i)
0:k ) . (44)

We use π̂
(Np)
k (x0:k) to denote the empirical measure ap-

proximation of the target distribution πk(x0:k).

π̂
(Np)
k (x0:k) =

1

Np

Np∑
i=1

δxi0:k(x0:k) . (45)

For any measure µ and integrable test function f : E →
R, we define µ(f) =

∫
E
f(x)µ(dx). We denote that

Lp(Ek,Fk, µk) = {fk : Ek → R such that fk is measurable
with respect to Fk and µk(|fk|p) < ∞} for p ≥ 1. In
other words, Lp(Ek,Fk, µk) is the set of real-valued, Fk-
measurable functions defined on Ek, whose absolute p’th
moment exists with respect to µk.

The following theorem requires the following relatively
weak assumption to be satisfied:

Assumption 1. For any time index k ≥ 0, there exists Bk <
∞ such that for any x0:k ∈ Sk, we have wk(x0:k) ≤ Bk.

Our first result establishes almost sure convergence of
the approximating distribution to the target distribution. See
Appendix A for the proof of the theorem.

Theorem IV.1. Given Assumption 1, for any k ≥ 0, x(0)
0:l ∈ Sl

for 0 ≤ l ≤ k and fk ∈ L1(Ek,Fk, πk),

π̂
(Np)
k (fk) −→ πk(fk) (46)

almost surely, as Np →∞.

With Equations (43) and (44), a straightforward corollary
of Theorem IV.1 follows. See Appendix B for the proof.

Corollary IV.1.1. Given Assumption 1, for any k ≥ 0 and
x

(0)
0:l ∈ Sl for 0 ≤ l ≤ k,

Z0

∧(Np)
−→ Z0 , (47)

and for k > 0, (
Zk
Zk−1

)∧(Np)

−→ Zk
Zk−1

, (48)

almost surely, as Np →∞.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section we describe the numerical simulation exper-
iments that we have conducted to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithms. The experiments explore idealized
scenarios in order to focus on the sampling capabilities of
the compared algorithms. More extensive experimentation is
required to explore the impact of practical issues in sensor
networks.

A. Large spatial sensor networks example

We first examine the proposed algorithms in simulations
with setups of large spatial sensor networks. d sensors are
evenly deployed on a two-dimensional grid, at coordinates
{1, 2, . . . ,

√
d} × {1, 2, . . . ,

√
d}. Each sensor collects mea-

surements independently with respect to the other sensors,
about the underlying states at the sensor’s location. Such
networks can be useful in environment monitoring, weather
forecasts and surveillance.

The SmHMC algorithm leads to the smallest average mean
squared error in these large spatial sensor network exam-
ples [33], hence we would like to evaluate the proposed
algorithms in the same examples.

The full state at time step k is denoted by xk = [x1
k, . . . , x

d
k],

where xsk ∈ R is the state at the s-th sensor’s position for s ∈
{1, . . . , d}. xk evolves according to a multivariate Generalized
Hyperbolic (GH) skewed-t distribution, which is a heavy-tailed
distribution useful for modeling physical processes, extreme
events and financial markets [40]:

p(xk|xk−1) =
e(xk−αxk−1)TΣ−1γ√

(ν +Q(xk))(γTΣ−1γ)
− ν+d2 (1 + Q(xk)

ν )
ν+d
2

×K ν+d
2

(
√

(ν +Q(xk))(γTΣ−1γ)) . (49)
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Here α is a scalar, the parameters γ and ν determine the
shape of the distribution, K ν+d

2
is the modified Bessel function

of the second kind of order ν+d
2 , and Q(xk) = (xk −

αxk−1)TΣ−1(xk − αxk−1). The (i, j)-th entry of the disper-
sion matrix Σ is defined by:

Σi,j = α0e
− ||L

i−Lj ||22
β + α1δi,j . (50)

We use ||·||2 to denote the L2-norm. Li is the physical location
of the i-th sensor, and δi,j is the Kronecker symbol.

The measurements are Poisson-distributed count data:

p(zk|xk) =

d∏
s=1

P(zsk;m1e
m2x

s
k) . (51)

P(·; Λ) denotes the Poisson(Λ) distribution. m1 and m2 are
scalars which control the mean of the Poisson distribution.

We set α = 0.9, α0 = 3, α1 = 0.01, β = 20, ν = 7, m1 = 1
and m2 = 1

3 . All elements of the vector γ are set to 0.3. d is
set to 144 or 400 to represent two high-dimensional filtering
examples. Each simulation example is executed for 100 times
and each simulation lasts for 10 time steps. Execution time in
this paper is produced with an Intel i7-4770K 3.50GHz CPU
and 32GB RAM. Where not specified otherwise, the number
of samples Np is 200, and the burn-in period is 20.

Table I reports the average estimation errors, acceptance
rates (if applicable) and execution time. We observe that by
combining SmHMC with the EDH flow (SmHMC (EDH))
or the LEDH flow (SmHMC (LEDH)), the average MSE
decreases compared with the vanilla SmHMC algorithm where
the independent MH kernel based on prior as proposal is
employed in the joint draw step. The decrease in the MSE
is due to the increase of the acceptance ratio in the joint draw
step where particle flow is employed. So, samples are more
diversified after the joint draw step. The SmHMC (EDH) and
SmHMC (LEDH) algorithms lead to similar average MSEs.
The SmHMC (EDH) algorithm is hence preferred in this
setting as it is computationally much more efficient than the
SmHMC (LEDH) method. The SmHMC (LEDH) method adds
negligible computational overhead compared to the SmHMC.

The EDH and the LEDH methods produce similar MSEs,
again indicating that performing separate flow parameters for
each particle does not offer additional gain in this setting.
Although the MSEs from the EDH and the LEDH are the
smallest among compared algorithms, these two algorithms are
not statistically consistent. The PF-PF based on the EDH flow
has a higher MSE than SmHMC (EDH) with the same number
of particles as although the EDH flow moves particles to
region where posterior densities are relatively high, the particle
filter can still suffer from weight degeneracy in such high-
dimensional spaces. An increased number of particles lead to
improved performance for PF-PF (EDH), but this requires a
much higher consumption of memory due to flow operations
of a large number particles. The bootstrap particle filter (BPF)
produces high average MSE even with 1 million particles. The
EKF and the UKF frequently lead to lost tracks as the posterior
distributions are strongly non-Gaussian.

TABLE I
AVERAGE MSE, ACCEPTANCE RATES (IF APPLICABLE) AND EXECUTION

TIME PER STEP IN THE LARGE SPATIAL SENSOR NETWORK EXAMPLE WITH
A SKEWED - T DYNAMIC MODEL AND COUNT MEASUREMENTS. THE

PARENTHESIS AFTER THE AVERAGE MSE VALUES INDICATES THE
NUMBER OF LOST TRACKS OUT OF 100 SIMULATION TRIALS WHERE LOST
TRACKS ARE DEFINED AS THOSE WHOSE AVERAGE ESTIMATION ERRORS

ARE GREATER THAN
√
d
2

. THE AVERAGE MSE IS CALCULATED WITH THE
SIMULATION TRIALS WHERE TRACKING IS NOT LOST.

d Algorithm No. of
particles

Avg.
MSE

Acceptance rate Exec.
time (s)ρ1 ρ2 ρ3

144

SmHMC (EDH) 200 0.75 0.04 0.01 0.71 11.5
SmHMC (LEDH) 200 0.76 0.05 0.01 0.71 19

SmHMC 200 0.82 0.003 0.01 0.73 11
EDH 200 0.68 - - - 0.05
EDH 10000 0.68 - - - 0.6

LEDH 200 0.71 - - - 7
PF-PF (EDH) 200 0.88 - - - 0.05
PF-PF (EDH) 105 0.73 - - - 6.0

EKF N/A 2.5 (28) - - - 0.002
UKF N/A 2.4 (34) - - - 0.05
BPF 106 1.4 (1) - - - 6.8

400

SmHMC (EDH) 200 0.70 0.02 0.02 0.61 90
SmHMC (LEDH) 200 0.71 0.02 0.02 0.60 205

SmHMC 200 0.73 0.002 0.02 0.63 88
EDH 200 0.60 - - - 0.5
EDH 10000 0.60 - - - 2.5

LEDH 200 0.62 - - - 88
PF-PF (EDH) 200 0.92 - - - 0.6
PF-PF (EDH) 105 0.75 - - - 21

EKF N/A 3.4 (18) - - - 0.03
UKF N/A 3.8 (27) - - - 1.2
BPF 106 3.3 (1) - - - 23

B. Estimation of normalizing constants from a linear Gaus-
sian example

In many Bayesian inference problems, it is very important to
estimate the normalizing constant Zk. For a general HMM, an-
alytical evaluation of (41) and (42) is not possible, as πk−1 is
not tractable. However, in a linear Gaussian filtering problem,
the posterior distribution can be analytically computed from a
Kalman filter, which allows exact estimation of Zk. Here we
consider a linear Gaussian setup to allow us to compare the
estimated normalizing constants against the true values. The
dynamic and measurement models are:

xk = αxk−1 + vk , (52)
zk = xk + wk , (53)

where xk ∈ Rd and zk ∈ Rd are the state and measurement
vectors respectively. We set α = 0.9 as in the previous section.
The process noise vk ∼ N (0,Σ) where Σ is given in (50).
The measurement noise wk ∼ N (0, σ2

zI). We set σz = 0.5.
The true state starts at x0 = 0. We set d = 64. The experiment
is executed 100 times for T = 10 time steps.

The main objective of this experiment is to compare SM-
CMC algorithms with different particle filters for estimation
of normalizing constants. We define the relative MSE in
estimating logZk as follows:

MSE
(rel)
logZ =

∑T
k=1(logZk − logZ

∧

k)2∑T
k=1(logZk)2

.
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For this linear Gaussian setup, the Kalman filter (KF), shows
the least error in state estimation in Table II. It also can
compute logZk analytically. The average acceptance rates
of the SmHMC (LEDH) and SmHMC (EDH) are higher
than the vanilla SmHMC, showing that the incorporation of
particle flow in SmHMC provides many more initializations
for mHMC based refinement and better mixing. Although
the average error in the state estimation is almost the same
for all SMCMC algorithms because of the effectiveness of
mHMC, the poor performance of SmHMC in estimating
logZk shows that the independent MH kernel based on prior
as proposal, which is employed in joint draw of SmHMC,
is inefficient in this high-dimensional example. We also note
that SmHMC (LEDH) and SmHMC (EDH) perform similarly
to the PFPF (LEDH) and PFPF (EDH) [24] for the same
number of particles. However, estimation of logZk can be
improved significantly by increasing the number of particles
in PFPF (EDH), with negligible computational overhead. The
BPF suffers from severe weight degeneracy and shows poor
estimation performance, even if a large number of particles is
employed.

TABLE II
AVERAGE MSE, MSE(rel)

logZ , ESS(IF APPLICABLE) AND EXECUTION TIME
PER STEP IN THE LINEAR GAUSSIAN EXAMPLE.

Algorithm No. of
particles

Avg.
MSE

Avg.
MSE(rel)

logZ

Avg.
ESS

Exec.
time (s)

KF N/A 0.07 0 - 0.002
SmHMC (LEDH) 200 0.08 0.0006 - 2.5
SmHMC (EDH) 200 0.08 0.0006 - 0.70

SmHMC 200 0.09 1.629 - 0.6
PFPF (LEDH) 200 0.09 0.0005 25.1 1.90
PFPF (EDH) 200 0.09 0.0006 21.7 0.015
PFPF (EDH) 104 0.08 0.0001 852 0.2

BPF 200 1.10 2.813 1.04 0.001
BPF 106 0.20 0.0265 1.62 2.5

C. Nonlinear model with GMM process and measurement
noises

Here we consider a nonlinear dynamical model gk : Rd →
Rd and measurement function hk : Rd → Rd. The c-th
element of the measurement vector is hck(xk) =

(xck)2

20 , ∀1 ≤
c ≤ d . c-th element of the state vector is defined as follows:

gck(xk−1) = 0.5xck−1 + 8 cos(1.2(k − 1))

+


2.5

xc+1
k−1

1+(xck−1)2
, if c = 1

2.5
xc+1
k−1

1+(xc−1
k−1)

2 , if 1 < c < d

2.5
xck−1

1+(xc−1
k−1)

2 , if c = d

(54)

Process noise vk ∼
∑3
m=1

1
3N (µm1d×1, σ

2
vId×d), with µ1 =

−1, µ2 = 0, µ3 = 1 and σv = 0.5, and measurement noise
wk ∼

∑3
n=1

1
3N (δn1d×1, σ

2
wId×d), with δ1 = −3, δ2 = 0,

δ3 = 3 and σw = 0.1. The true state starts at x0 = 0. For all
the filters, we use p(x0) = N (0d×1, Id×d). The experiment is
executed 100 times for 50 time steps. We perform two different
experiments with d = 144 and d = 400.

TABLE III
AVERAGE MSE, ACCEPTANCE RATES(IF APPLICABLE) AND EXECUTION
TIME PER STEP IN THE NONLINEAR MODEL WITH GMM PROCESS AND

MEASUREMENT NOISES, BASED ON 100 SIMULATION TRIALS.

d Algorithm No. of
particles

Avg.
MSE

Acceptance rate Exec.
time (s)ρ1 ρ2 ρ3

144

SmHMC-GMM
(LEDH) 100 0.10 0.072 0.17 0.74 7.12

SmHMC-GMM 100 0.12 0.005 0.17 0.76 3.3
PFPF-GMM 200 0.10 - - - 7.4

PF-GMM 50 per
comp. 0.18 - - - 12.4

GSPF 104 per
comp. 4.53 - - - 3.7

EKF-GMM N/A 2.12 - - - 0.05
UKF N/A 1.30 - - - 0.15

LEDH 500 9.05 - - - 13.9
EDH 500 11.54 - - - 0.04

PFPF (LEDH) 500 5.90 - - - 19
PFPF (EDH) 105 3.01 - - - 4.60

BPF 106 0.94 - - - 9

400

SmHMC-GMM
(LEDH) 100 0.09 0.018 0.096 0.60 59.5

SmHMC-GMM 100 0.11 0.005 0.085 0.64 13.3
PFPF-GMM 200 0.11 - - - 80.2

PF-GMM 50 per
comp. 0.11 - - - 142.7

GSPF 104 per
comp. 5.17 - - - 9.4

EKF-GMM N/A 1.61 - - - 0.3
UKF N/A 5.18 - - - 1.37

LEDH 500 23.42 - - - 152.6
EDH 500 30.45 - - - 0.42

PFPF (LEDH) 500 16.38 - - - 194
PFPF (EDH) 105 12.27 - - - 16.8

BPF 106 1.31 - - - 26.2

Table III shows that while the proposed SmHMC-GMM
(LEDH) achieves the same smallest average MSE as the
PFPF-GMM [38] algorithm among all evaluated methods in
the 144 dimensional scenario, the SmHMC-GMM (LEDH)
leads to the smallest average MSE in the 400 dimensional
scenario. The SmHMC-GMM is an SmHMC variant such that
after sampling of (dk, ck) using the same distributions as in
SmHMC-GMM (LEDH) in the joint draw, xk is proposed
using the particular component of the dynamic model specified
by dk. The comparison of acceptance rates in the joint draw
and MSE for these two algorithms shows that the use of
particle flow in the SmHMC-GMM (LEDH) method allows it
to explore the state space more efficiently than the SmHMC-
GMM algorithm.

The PF-GMM [41], which uses a separate LEDH filter
to track each component of the posterior, performs reason-
ably well, whereas the particle flow algorithms LEDH, EDH
and the particle flow particle filters perform poorly as they
are better suited for uni-modal posterior distributions. The
Gaussian sum particle filter (GSPF) [42], which approximates
each component of the predictive and posterior densities by
a Gaussian distribution by performing importance sampling
exhibits poor representation capability in higher dimensions.
The extended Kalman filter for GMM noises (EKF-GMM) and
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UKF lead to large estimation errors. The BPF also has high
MSE even with 106 particles, due to the weight degeneracy
in the high-dimensional state space.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a series of composite MH kernels
for SMCMC methods. These kernels are constructed based on
invertible particle flow to achieve efficient exploration of high-
dimensional state spaces. The EDH-based SMCMC method
provides minimal computational overhead but a significant
increase of the acceptance rate in the joint draw compared to
the state-of-the-art SMCMC algorithm, the SmHMC method.
For multi-modal distributions, a Gaussian mixture model-
based particle flow is incorporated to migrate samples into
high posterior density regions. Theoretical convergence results
are also derived for the SMCMC methods.

We evaluated the proposed algorithms in three simulation
examples. In the large spatial sensor network setup with
high-dimensional non-Gaussian distributions, the EDH and
the LEDH methods provide the smallest MSEs, but there
are no convergence results for these flow-based algorithms.
The SmHMC methods based on the EDH or the LEDH
flow have been shown in the paper to converge to the target
distribution, and in the 400-dimensional filtering example,
they provide the smallest MSEs among all particle filters and
SmHMC algorithms for which convergence results have been
established. In the linear Gaussian example, both the SmHMC
(EDH) and the SmHMC (LEDH) methods provide smaller
estimation errors of the normalisation constants compared to
SmHMC. In the third example with high-dimensional nonlin-
ear HMM models and GMM process and measurement noise,
the proposed SmHMC-GMM (LEDH) algorithm provides the
smallest estimation errors in both the 144-dimensional and
400-dimensional experiment settings.

An important future research direction is a more extensive
experimental evaluation of flow-based SMCMC algorithms.
These experiments should investigate the impact of the initial
state values, the process noise variance, the measurement noise
variance, coupling in the dynamic models, partial observations,
the data rate and measurement uncertainty. Such experiments
can shed light on the robustness of the invertible particle
flow-based approach in practical applications and motivate
the development of new algorithms that address any exposed
deficiencies. One example of the real-world challenges in
sensor networks is data incest due to the inadvertent re-use
of the same measurements [43], which can be mitigated to
some extent by a data incest management strategy that takes
into account the network topology [44] or information fusion
techniques with copula processes [45].

Other problems common in practical sensor networks are
missed detections, false alarms, and finite measurement res-
olution. Addressing such practical problems is important and
can lead to interesting research directions, e.g., designing an
appropriate combination of sequential MCMC, particle flow
and random finite sets.

Beyond experimentation, there are important methodologi-
cal and theoretical issues to explore in future work. In terms

of particle flow, the algorithms in this paper use deterministic
flows in order to obtain an invertible mapping. It is more
challenging to incorporate stochastic particle flow, but the
stochastic flow algorithms have been demonstrated to achieve
considerably better performance [18], so integration is desir-
able. The stiffness of the differential equations is an issue in
both particle flow and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo and can lead
to numerical instability. For this reason, and also to guarantee
the invertible mapping property for the flows, we use a very
small step size in the particle flow procedure. This leads to
a greater computational overhead. Alternative strategies for
addressing stiffness have been proposed in [17], [18], and it
would be interesting to explore their incorporation in the flow-
based SMCMC framework. This paper derives the asymptotic
convergence results of the proposed algorithms. Finite sample
analysis of filter errors is an important direction to explore;
[36] provides a valuable finite sample bound for SMCMC
errors. In a similar manner to [46], it may be possible to
identify a relationship between the magnitude of the error and
the stiffness of the flow.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM IV.1

We start with several notations and propositions. For k >
0, the proposal distribution qoptk that minimizes the variance
of importance weights is the conditional density of xk given
x0:k−1 under πk [35].

qoptk (x0:k−1, xk) = πk(x0:k−1, xk) :=
πk(x0:k)

πk(x0:k−1)
,

= p(xk|xk−1, zk) , (55)

where πk(x0:k−1) =
∫
E
πk(x0:k)dxk.

With this “optimal” density, the optimal importance weight
woptk does not depend on xk.

woptk (x0:k) ∝ πk/k−1(x0:k−1) ,

:=
πk(x0:k−1)

πk−1(x0:k−1)
= p(zk|xk−1) . (56)

In the SMCMC algorithm, at iteration i of any given time
step k, there is a joint draw of xi0:k which is then followed
by individual refinements of x(i)

0:k using the Metropolis within
Gibbs technique, if k > 0. There is no refinement step at time
k = 0. Using Equations (4), (5), (39) and (40), we calculate
the acceptance probability of the joint draw as follows:

α0(xi−1
0 , x

∗(i)
0 ) = min

(
1,
π0(x

∗(i)
0 )q0(xi−1

0 )

q0(x
∗(i)
0 )π0(xi−1

0 )

)
,

= min

(
1,
w0(x

∗(i)
0 )

w0(xi−1
0 )

)
, (57)
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and for k > 0,

αk(xi−1
0:k , x

∗(i)
0:k )

= min

(
1,
π̆k(x

∗(i)
0:k )π̂

(Np)
k−1 (xi−1

0:k−1)qk(xi−1
0:k−1, x

i−1
k )

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (x

∗(i)
0:k−1)qk(x

∗(i)
0:k−1, x

∗(i)
k )π̆k(xi−1

0:k )

)
,

= min

(
1,
πk(x

∗(i)
0:k )πk−1(xi−1

0:k−1)qk(xi−1
0:k−1, x

i−1
k )

πk−1(x
∗(i)
0:k−1)qk(x

∗(i)
0:k−1, x

∗(i)
k )πk(xi−1

0:k )

)
,

= min

(
1,
wk(x

∗(i)
0:k )

wk(xi−1
0:k )

)
. (58)

We define the independent MH kernel to initialize the
algorithm, Kdraw

0 : E0 ×F0 → [0, 1]:

Kdraw
0 (x0, dx

′

0) =α0(x0, x
′

0)q0(dx
′

0)

+

(
1−

∫
E0

α0(x0, y0)q0(dy0)

)
δx0

(dx
′

0) .

(59)

For k > 0, we use π̂(Np)
k−1 ∈ Pk−1(Ek−1) to construct the joint

proposal (π̂
(Np)
k−1 × qk) for the joint draw, which is associated

with the Markov kernel Kdraw
k : Ek × Fk → [0, 1], defined

by

Kdraw
k (x0:k, dx

′

0:k) = αk(x0:k, x
′

0:k)(π̂
(Np)
k−1 × qk)(dx

′

0:k)

+

(
1−

∫
Ek

αk(x0:k, y0:k)(π̂
(Np)
k−1 × qk)(dy0:k)

)
δx0:k

(dx
′

0:k) .

(60)

Lemma A.1. Given Assumption 1, Kdraw
0 (x0, dx

′

0) is an
independent Metropolis kernel, uniformly ergodic of invariant
distribution π0(dx1).

Proof. From Equation (57), we see that Kdraw
0 is an indepen-

dent Metropolis kernel with target distribution π0 and proposal
q0. If Assumption 1 is satisfied, uniform ergodicity follows
from Corollary 4 in [47].

Proposition 1. Given Assumption 1, for any k > 0,
Kdraw
k (x0:k, dx

′

0:k) is uniformly ergodic of invariant distri-
bution

π̆
(Np)
k (dx0:k) =

πk/k−1(x0:k−1) · (π̂(Np)
k−1 × πk)(dx0:k)

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1)

,

(61)

where πk(x0:k−1, dxk) and πk/k−1(x0:k−1) are defined by
Equations (55) and (56), respectively.

Proof. From Equation (58), we see that Kdraw
k is an inde-

pendent Metropolis kernel with target distribution π̆
(Np)
k and

proposal π̂(Np)
k−1 × qk. From Equations (4), (5), (55) and (56)

we have

π̆
(Np)
k (x0:k)

=
πk/k−1(x0:k−1)πk(x0:k−1, xk)π̂

(Np)
k−1 (x0:k−1)∫

Ek
πk/k−1(x0:k−1)πk(x0:k−1, xk)π̂

(Np)
k−1 (x0:k−1)dx0:k

,

=
πk/k−1(x0:k−1) · (π̂(Np)

k−1 × πk)(x0:k)∫
Ek−1

πk/k−1(x0:k−1)π̂
(Np)
k−1 (x0:k−1)dx0:k−1

,

=
πk/k−1(x0:k−1) · (π̂(Np)

k−1 × πk)(x0:k)

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1)

. (62)

We denote the cumulative MCMC kernel of all the refine-
ment steps by Krefine

k : Ek×Fk → [0, 1] for k > 0. We note
that Krefine

k also has the same invariant distribution π̆
(Np)
k ,

like Kdraw
k . We define the overall MCMC kernel for SMCMC,

Kk : Ek ×Fk → [0, 1] for k ≥ 0 as follows,

K0(x0, dx
′

0) := Kdraw
0 (x0, dx

′

0) , (63)

and for k > 0,

Kk(x0:k, dx
′

0:k) := Krefine
k Kdraw

k (x0:k, dx
′

0:k) ,

=

∫
Ek

Krefine
k (y0:k, dx

′

0:k)Kdraw
k (x0:k, dy0:k) . (64)

Proposition 2. For any k ≥ 0, Kk(x0:k, dx
′

0:k) is uniformly
ergodic of invariant distribution π̆(Np)

k (dx0:k).

Proof. For k = 0, the result is trivially true from the definition
of K0 in Equation (63) and Lemma A.1. For k > 0, the asser-
tion follows from application of Corollary 4 and Proposition
4 in [47] to the definition of Kk in Equation (64).

Proposition 3. Suppose π ∈ P(E) and K : E × F → [0, 1]
is an ergodic MCMC kernel of invariant distribution π(dx).
For any f : E → R, if f ∈ L1(E,F , π), π̂(Np)(f) converges
to π(f) almost surely, irrespective of the starting point of the
Markov chain x(0).

Proof. See Theorem 3 in [47].

A. Proof of Theorem IV.1

Proof. We prove the theorem using induction over k. For k =
0, the theorem is trivially true which can be seen by applying
Proposition 3 with Lemma A.1. Let us assume that the theorem
is true for k−1. We consider the following decomposition and
examine each term individually.

π̂
(Np)
k (fk)− πk(fk) = [π̂

(Np)
k (fk)− π̆(Np)

k (fk)]

+ [π̆
(Np)
k (fk)− πk(fk)] . (65)

From Equation (61), we have

lim
Np→∞

π̆
(Np)
k (fk) =

lim
Np→∞

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1f̄k)

lim
Np→∞

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1)

, (66)
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where,

f̄k(x0:k−1) =

∫
E

fk(x0:k−1, xk)πk(x0:k−1, dxk) . (67)

We note that, from Equation (56),

πk−1(πk/k−1) =

∫
Ek−1

πk(dx0:k−1) ,

=

∫
Ek

πk(dx0:k) = 1 , (68)

and from Equation (67),

πk−1(πk/k−1f̄k) =

∫
Ek−1

f̄k(x0:k−1)πk(dx0:k−1) ,

=

∫
Ek

fk(x0:k)πk(dx0:k) ,

= πk(fk) ≤ πk(|fk|) <∞ , (69)

because fk ∈ L1(Ek,Fk, πk). As Theorem IV.1 holds for
k − 1, we have from Equations (68) and (69)

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1) −→ 1 , (70)

and

π̂
(Np)
k−1 (πk/k−1f̄k) −→ πk(fk) , (71)

almost surely, as Np →∞ for any x(0)
0:l ∈ Sl for 0 ≤ l ≤ k−1.

Applying Equation (66), this implies that

lim
Np→∞

π̆
(Np)
k (fk)− πk(fk) = 0 , (72)

almost surely.
In the SMCMC algorithm, at time step k, the MCMC kernel

used to sample {xi0:k}
Np
i=1 is Kk, which, from Proposition 2,

is uniformly ergodic of invariant distribution π̆
(Np)
k . The ap-

plicability of Proposition 3 depends on the integrability of fk
w.r.t. lim

Np→∞
π̆

(Np)
k . From (72), if fk ∈ L1(Ek,Fk, πk), we

also have fk ∈ L1(Ek,Fk, lim
Np→∞

π̆
(Np)
k ) with probability 1,

which allows us to use Proposition 3 to obtain

π̂
(Np)
k (fk)− lim

Np→∞
π̆

(Np)
k (fk) −→ 0 , (73)

almost surely, as Np → ∞, for any x
(0)
0:k ∈ Sk. We use the

equivalence in (72) and the almost sure convergence in (73)
in Equation (65) to complete the proof of the theorem.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF COROLLARY IV.1.1

Proof. From Equation (41), we have Z0 = q0(w0), where
w0 ∈ L1(E0,F0, q0), because of Assumption 1. A straight-
forward application of Kolmogorov’s Strong Law of Large
Numbers (SLLN) proves the Corollary for k = 0.
For k > 0, from Equation (42), we have

Zk
Zk−1

= (πk−1 × qk)(wk) ≤ Bk ,

because of Assumption 1. As {x∗(i)0:k }
Np
i=1 are i.i.d samples from

π̂
(Np)
k−1 × qk, we have, from (44)(

Zk
Zk−1

)∧(Np)

−→
(

lim
Np→∞

π̂
(Np)
k−1 × qk

)
(wk)

= (πk−1 × qk)(wk) =
Zk
Zk−1

almost surely, as Np → ∞ for any x
(0)
0:l ∈ Sl for 0 ≤ l ≤

k. The first step follows from Kolmogorov’s SLLN and the
second step follows from Theorem IV.1.
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